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Dear Students!It’s my pleasure to 
introduce a consultancy to you all, to 
the energetic youth who are ready to 
head towards their bright and fulfilling 
future. It’s my privilege to share with you that we 
began  our journey in the year 2006, and till date 
we have successfully catered hundreds of satisfied 
students and parents. Training overseas is turning 
into a famous trend for Indian college students and 
the want a admission representative for a proper 
university but in large part students are unaware 
approximately the admission techniques,We 
provide counseling service, college admission and 
comprehensive admission steering to college 
students helping them to pick university & universities. 
Satisfactory counseling has efficaciously found out many students goals convert into reality. we 
offers in all sorts of admission in China, Georgia, Ukraine, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Belize, Kyrgyzstan, 
Philippines, Russia, and other components of worldwide.Look at distant places is dedicated to 
provide you with terrific schooling in best overseas universities. Which you may pick for examine, 
retaining in view the changing requirement of profession and fine college of overseas. We 
continuously update the route and their syllabi being taught in universities.You will be glad to 
recognize that the tune report of fulfillment of our study remote places, many of our students have 
proved their mettle and feature installed themselves correctly in distinct Indian hospitals.I once 
more quantity a heat welcome and a cordial invitation to visit our consultancy. We can help you to 
force your service with maximum advantage.



Country, Program and University Selection

Application and Admission Assistance

Toll Free No. : 1800 3000 1688

OUR SERVICES
Overseas Education Counselling



Financial Aid

VISA Processing

Travel Assistance……
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China

WHY STUDY IN CHINA ?

Capital : Beijing
Largest City : Shanghai
Currency : Renminbi (yuan)
Official Language : Standard Chinese
International Dialing code : +86m
Flight Duration :  5 h 45 min

Toll Free No. : 1800 3000 1688

communist nation and the world's most populous state 
with the population of over 1.381 billion. China 
comprises of a vast landscape with the grassland, desert, 
mountain ranges, lakes, rivers and 14,500 km of coastline. 
China shares its borders with India, Nepal, Bhutan and 
Burma. Beijing is the capital of China. Shanghai - the 
largest city of China is the global financial center of the 
country.

Currently, China is one of the fastest growing economies 
of the world in terms of GDP and Purchasing Power Parity. Also China is the largest importer and 
exporter of goods in the world. The country is a recognized country for nuclear weapons and has the 
world's largest standing army and second-largest defense budget.

The climate in China varies from one region to another. The weather of the country is mostly dry 
while wet monsoons also prevail often. Winters are usually very cold and dry and summers are 
mostly warm and moist.

China has made a great improvement in terms of medical education. At present, medical education 
in China has reached to a great international level. Every year, a lot of students from around the 
world come to China to pursue MBBS degree. The Medical universities and colleges in China offer 
high quality education with much lower cost as compared to other foreign countries.The facilities 
provided to the students is comparable to those in European and other developed countries. The 
culture of China is influenced by the ancient times. This leads to a high respect for education in the 
country.

Around 45 medical universities in China are recognized by the Medical Council of India(MCI). The 
students pursuing their MBBS from China are taught Mandarin from the very first year of the course 
which helps them to easily interact with the patients. 
The language of teaching is English. Some of the 
medical universities also offer internships.



UKRAINE

WHY STUDY IN Ukraine ?
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MBBS from the top MCI approved medical 
institutions.

Affordable tuition fee and living expenses.

Safe and peaceful atmosphere good for studies.

Cooperative and qualified faculties to assist.

Instruction in English for the international 
medical candidates.

Hostel facilities for Indian and other international medical students.

World-class medical education, infrastructure, and accommodation facilities.

Admission in 90 year old government universities.

After completing MBBS course from Kazakhstan medical universities, students are eligible to practice in 
any part of the world.

All medical universities use modern technology and infrastructure.

Kazakhstan lies in the north of the central Asian republics and is bounded 
by Russia in the north, China in the east, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan in the 
south, and the Caspian Sea and part of Turkmenistan in the west.It has 
almost 1,177 mi (1,894 km) of coastline 
on the Caspian Sea.
Kazakhstan is about four times the size of 
Texas. The territory is mostly steppe land 
with hilly plains and plateaus.

The largest and wealthiest of the countries nicknamed the 'Stans', 
Kazakhstan has long been an ethnically diverse country; in the 2009 
census, only 63% of residents were native Kazakhs.
This international element is also a key characteristic of the country's 
higher education sector, in which global collaborations and exchanges are occupying an increasingly 
prominent role, with universities in Kazakhstan keen to welcome international students and academics from 
across the world.
The main religion in Kazakhastan is Islam and rare animals found in the Kazakhastan are Leopard, Eagles and 
falcons.
Every year more than 10,000 Indian students get MBBS admission in abroad. MBBS in Kazakhstan for Indian 
students is always the worth for money as medical education available at very minimal rates.
Kazakhstan medical universities are globally admired because of its high-quality schooling methodology. In 
Kazakhstan, Clinical training is truly worth since the nation continues the common benchmark of medical training.
All top medical universities in Kazakhstan are recognized by WHO, USMLE, IMED, GMC, MCI.
Kazakhstan progress itself as a regional heart for Central Asia. MBBS in Kazakhstan is an immensely valued 
medical degree with best medical universities.



Georgia

Capital : Tbilisi

Currency : Georgian lari

Official language : Georgian, 

Abkhaz

WHY STUDY IN Georgia ?
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Russia is best known for providing world -class 
education in leading universities
Some of the universities in Russia are amongst the 
top- rated universities
Russian universities have tie-up with world's leading 
international centers.
The medical syllabus is an amalgamation of both 
theoretical and practical knowledge.
The hostel facilities , labs , research and accommodation 
facilities are perfect.
Students is permitted is do his/her internship  from Russia.
The MBBS degree awarded in Russia is globally recognized.
Students are given university scholarship on the basis of their 
outstanding performance.
European Teaching Standard.
Indian Canteen is Available in most of the Universities.
Excellent Result in MCI Screening Test.



PHILIPPINES

Why MBBS In Philippines ?
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Kyrgyzstan

Why MBBS In Kyrgyzstan ?
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ARMENIA

WHY MBBS IN ARMENIA ?
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Bangladesh, to the east of India on the Bay of Bengal, is a 
South Asian country marked by lush greenery and many 
waterways. Its Padma (Ganges), Meghna and Jamuna rivers 
create fertile plains, and travel by boat is common. On the 
southern coast, the Sundarbans, an enormous mangrove 
forest shared with Eastern India, is home to the royal Bengal 
tiger. It is located in South Asia and is bordered by India from 
three sides, Burma from the southeast corner and the Bay of 
Bengal from the south. As we studied in our world politics class, 
political realism which “emphasizes the role of the nation-state and 
makes a broad assumption that all nation-states are motivated by 
national interests, or, at best, national interests disguised as moral 
concerns” comes into play. In 1952, the Language Movement took place, and the purpose was to make 
Bengali one of the official languages in East Pakistan. They succeeded and in 2000, UNESCO declared 21 
February Inernational Mother Language Day to recognize the objective of the Language Movement and 
promote the ethno-linguistic rights of all citizens. Next, the idea of political realism is highlighted in the 1971 
Liberation War in which was fought to gain independence and establish Bangladesh as a sovereign nation.

Bangladesh

Capital: Dhaka
Currency: Bangladeshi taka
Official language:  Bengali
International Dialing Code:  +880
Flight Duration: 2 h 30 min

Why MBBS In Bangladesh ?
 No additional entrance exams is required for pursuing MBBS in Bangladesh.
 All Medical Universities in Bangladesh are approved by MCI.
 The student strength in the classes is in small numbers which makes it easy for the faculty members to 

guide them.
 The language of teaching is English.
 Globally recognized degrees are provided to the graduates which allow them to practice medicine 

worldwide without facing any problems.
 No donations or capitation fees are asked by the universities in Bangladesh which makes it way more 

affordable as compared to MBBS in India.
 Accommodation facilities are excellent as all necessary amenities are provided to the students and 

encourage them to pursue a successful career in medicine.
 The cost of tuition and other fees to pursue MBBS in Bangladesh is lower than in India.
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Nepal, country of Asia, lying along the southern 
slopes of the Himalayan mountain ranges. It is a 
landlocked country located between India to the 
east, south, and west and the Tibet Autonomous 
Region of China to the north. Its territory 
extends roughly 500 miles (800 kilometres) from 
east to west and 90 to 150 miles from north to 
south. The capital is Kathmandu.Nepal, long 
under the rule of hereditary prime ministers 
favouring a policy of isolation, remained closed to 
the outside world until a palace revolt in 1950 
restored the crown’s authority in 1951; the country 
gained admission to the United Nations in 1955. In 1991 
the kingdom established a multiparty parliamentary 
system. In 2008, however, after a decadelong period of violence 
and turbulent negotiation with a strong Maoist insurgency, the 
monarchy was dissolved, and Nepal was declared a democratic republic.Wedged between two giants, India 
and China, Nepal seeks to keep a balance between the two countries in its foreign policy—and thus to remain 
independent.

Nepal

Capital: Kathmandu
Currency: Nepalese rupee
Official language:  Nepali
International Dialing Code:  +977
Flight Duration: 1 h 55 min

Why MBBS In Nepal ?
 MCI Recognized Medical Universities .
 Highly Qualified Indian Faculty.
 Renowned Universities in Nepal.
 High passing percentage in MCI screening test.
 Tie - up  with top medical colleges in India.
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The Republic of Belarus (Belarus) is located in the Eastern 
part of Europe. The country is divided into six regions 
(oblasts): Brest, Homiel, Hrodna, Mahiliou, Minsk and 
Viciebsk.The capital city of Belarus is Minsk, the biggest 
political, economic, scientific and cultural centre of the 
country. The population of Minsk is 1 982 500 (beginning of 
2018) people.The territory of Belarus covers 207,595 
square kilometres. The longest distance, 650 km, is from 
the West to the East, and 560 km from the North to the 
South.The population of Belarus is 9 478 200 people (July 

2018). Representatives of more than 100 nationalities live in Belarus. The majority of the population is 
represented by the indigenous Belarussians, who constitute more than 3/4 of the entire population.The 
terrain of Belarus is predominantly low, hilly and flat. Agricultural land occupies 42.29% of the territory, 
forests account for 42.55%. There are more than 20,8 thousand rivers and creeks with total length of 91 
thousand kilometersб and about 10,000 lakes in Belarus. The biggest lake is the Narach Lake (about 80 square 
kilometres).About 30 types of mineral raw materials have been prospected in Belarus. The most significant 
are potassium salts, the reserves of which occupy one of the leading places in Europe. Belarus is the main 
producer of cement and hydrocarbons in Europe. The country is the world's third largest producer of potash 
fertilizers. Belarus is also rich in rock products and has vast reserves of peat.

Belarus

Capital: Minsk
Currency: Belarusian Rouble
Official language:  Belarusian, Russian
International Dialing Code:  +375
Flight Duration: 13 h 05 min

Why MBBS In Belarus ?
 MBBS Belarus has been the top choice among the Indian students and almost over the past two decades 

Indian students have been travelling to study medicine in Belarus.
 Almost all of the MBBS universities in Belarus offer degrees that are recognised globally and hence worth 

opting for MBBS Belarus.
 The students opting for MBBS from Belarus find it easy to clear the Screening Test conducted by MCI or 

Medical Council of India which is mandatory for the continuation of practice in India.
 Ultimately, the colleges for MBBS in Belarus that are approved by the Medical Council of India lies among 

the top ten medical colleges in the nation of Belarus.
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Tajikistan is located in Central Asia, surrounded by 
China, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan on 
4 sides. It is officially called as the Republic of 
Tajikistan. The capital of Tajikistan is Dushanbe. 
Tajikistan was formed as a separate country in 
1991 after the disintegration of the Soviet Union 
and the economic growth started well after 
1997. The form of government in Tajikistan is 
U n i ta r y  d o m i n a nt  p a r t y  p re s i d e nt i a l  
constitutional republic and the country is headed 
by the president and the prime minister. The people 
of Tajikistan are called as the ‘Tajiks’ and the language 
is also called as ‘Tajik’ which is a dialect of the Persian 
language. Russian language is used as an inter-ethnic 
language. Islam is the major religion practiced in Tajikistan. 
United Nations, NATO, CIS, OCSE, OIC, ECO, SCO and CSTO are the 
International bodies in which Tajikistan is a member. The country is an active member of Economic 
Cooperation Organization (EMO).  The country has a large number of mountains and lakes. 

Tajikistan

Capital: Dushanbe
Currency: Tajikistani somoni
Official language:  Tajiki
International Dialing Code:  +992
Flight Duration: 2 h 30 min

Why MBBS In Tajikistan ?
1.  Affordable Fee Structure: The fee structure of the medical university in Tajikistan is nominal.  The 

students can pay the fees in easy structure without any pressure from the university.
2.  Modern Education: In such race the medical university of Tajikistan is no less. The university is equipped 

with modern medical equipment, facilities and faculties. 
3.  World class faculty: The candidates perform well with the efforts and pain taken by the world class 

faculty awarded with the Doctorate degrees. Most of the faculties are recognized as the national gem of 
Tajikistan who has lived their lives for the cause of humanity.

4.  The affordable Fee structure in top medical university.
5. Excellent quality of education and infrastructure in Tajikistan.
6. The Cost of living in Tajikistan is affordable.
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government is building a new capital some 
45 kilometers (28 miles) to the east to help 
ease congestion in Cairo. Plans call for the 
yet-to-be-named city to host the main 
g o v e r n m e n t  d e p a r t m e n t s  a n d  
m i n i s t r i e s ,  a s  we l l  a s  fo re i g n  
embassies.Egypt is home to seven 
UNESCO-designated World Heritage 
sites: Abu Mena; ancient Thebes with its 
Necropolis; Historic Cairo; Memphis and its 
Necropolis; Nubian monuments from Abu 
Simbel to Philae; the Saint Catherine area; and 
Wadi Al-Hitan, or Whale Valley, home to fossil 
remains of the earliest and now extinct form of whales.

Egypt 

Capital: Cairo
Currency: Egyptian pound
Official language:  Modern Standard Arabic
International D. Code:  +20
Flight Duration: 6 h 31 min

Why MBBS In Egypt ?
 Egypt is one of the countries where the Best MBBS study is possible. Universities in Egypt are blessed 

with excellent teachers. Also, Universities in Egypt have directed classes in English medium for foreign 
MBBS students.

 Egyptian culture is one of the best-known cultures in the world. It also enables students to learn more 
about ancient cultures. Another important point is that the climate, Cost of Living, and the learning 
environment are very similar to India’s.

 The MBBS degree in Egypt is globally recognized. The World Health Organization and the Medical 
Council of India have approved the MBBS study in Egypt. Those who complete MBBS studies from 
Egyptian universities can write tests such as USMLE, PLAB, and serve in the US and UK.

 Universities in Egypt charge an affordable fee for students coming from India. The curriculum at Egyptian 
Universities is the European Standard of Curriculum. As part of the clinical rotation, students receive a 
large number of patient flow hospitals. This makes MBBS study better in Egypt.
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The Caribbean islands are a group of islands on 
the Caribbean Sea, commonly grouped as 
West Indies along with few mainland 
countries like Suriname, Guyana and Belize. 
The Caribbean is regarded as one of the top 
tourism destinations on earth with the 
pristine beaches and natural beauty. The 
Caribbean region has in the last 40 years has 
developed into a medical education hub for 
international students, especially from USA, 
Canada, India and European countries, thanks to 
the American Education system and curriculum 
strictly followed by the universities, also that have 
their clinical sites all over the United States. Studying 
Medicine at the Caribbean is a clear and easiest pathway to 
continue medical education and practice in USA.

Why MBBS In America ?
Less Tuition: Caribbean medical schools typically 

cost less than U.S. medical schools (both 
public and private). Some schools may 
approach the costs of U.S. medical schools but 
they are, overall, still less expensive.

Global Medical Training: In today’s global society, 
students who are able to have a global medical education have an advantage in residency 
applications and when they become physicians. Since Caribbean medical schools are affiliated with 
numerous teaching hospitals, it gives students the opportunity to participate in clinical rotations 
throughout the United States or Canada. Some schools even offer clinical rotations throughout the 
globe.

Clinical Rotation Opportunities: There are clinical rotation opportunities in the U.S and Canada. In many 
of the Caribbean schools, the first two years of basic science is done on their campuses overseas, 
while clinical rotations are done in U.S. hospitals. Though your home school is still overseas, you have 
the advantage of the same clinical exposure and opportunities as the hospitals' home medical 
students. Many past students cite this as an advantage in applying to United States and Canada 
residencies.

Reputation: In many countries such as the UK, US and Canada, the reputation of the medical school 
matters mostly for your own personal satisfaction because wherever you go, you will get an 
equivalent degree and an equivalent training.

Supportive Environment: Medical school professors in the Caribbean want you to succeed, both for your 
well-being and for their school’s reputation.

CENTRAL 
AMERICA

Capital: Washington, D.C.
Currency: US Dollar 
Official language:  English 
International D. Code:  +1
Flight Duration: 14 h 50 min
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Peninsular Malaysia or West Malaysia comprises 11 
states, namely, Johor, Kedah, Kelantan, Melaka, 
Negeri Sembilan, Pahang, Perak, Perlis, Penang, 
Selangor and Terengganu. Together with Sabah 
and Sarawak (located in East Malaysia), they 
make up the 13 states of Malaysia. There are 
three Federal Territories namely, Kuala Lumpur - 
the capital of Malaysia; Putrajaya - the Federal 
Government Administrative Centre; and Labuan - 
a ‘tax-free’ island located off the coast of Sabah.

Malaysia is proud to be a multi-racial country living 
together harmoniously. With about 31 million 
people, the three major races are Malay, Chinese and 
Indian. Other ethnicities include Peranakan (Straits 
Chinese), Orang Asli (indigenous people) and Eurasians (who 
are mainly of Portuguese, Dutch or British descent). 

The people of Sarawak are made up of Dayaks, Kayans, Kenyahs, Kelabits (Orang Ulu), Melanaus, Sarawak 
Malays, Penans and Lun Bawang (Muruts). In Sabah, the indigenous groups consist of the Kadazans/Dusuns, 
Orang Sungei, Bisayas, Bajaus, Muruts, Rungus, Bruneis, Lotuds and many other subgroups.

The country’s official language is Bahasa Melayu (Malay language), but many other languages and dialects 
are used in Malaysia. Mandarin is widely spoken by the Malaysian Chinese besides dialects like Cantonese, 
Hokkien, Hakka, Teo Chew, Foo Chow, Hock Chew, and 
Hainanese. The Malaysian Indian communities speak 
dialects like Tamil, Hindi, Telugu, Malayalam, Punjabi and Sri 
Lankan, among others.

Capital : Kuala Lumpur
Currency : Malaysian ringgit
Official language : Malay
International Dialing Code : +60
Flight Duration : 4 h 47 min

Why MBBS In Malaysia?

Malaysia

 World Class Facility.
 Very experienced well trained Faculty member.
 1500 Bedded Hospital for Clinical Practice.
 Cyber Anatomy Laboratory, Clinical Key
 Excellent Library with Koha library system & E-brary.
 Opac (online public access catalog)
 Ultramodern learning system & Infrastructure.
 World class well equipped laboratories.
 Low accommodation cost. Low food cost.
 MCI exit out exam coaching.
 Only 3 to 4 hours fly time from India at very low cost.
 Very low Airfare.
 Separate Hostel facility for boys & girls.
 Affordable fee for world class medical education.
 USMLE Coaching (Optional)
 Very good transport facilities
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Moldova is a country in Eastern Europe. It is a 
landlocked country bordered by Romania in the 
west and Ukraine to its north, east and south. 
The beautiful country of Moldova is officially 
known as the Republic of Moldova. Chisinau, 
the capital city of Moldova is also the largest 
city in the country. The country of “Moldova” 
got its name after its very beautiful valley of 
the “Moldova River” which has served as the 
political centre during the Principality of 
Moldova Foundation in the year 1959. The origin 
from where the valley derived its name still remains 
unknown. 

In the early 1990s, during the foundation years of the 
foundation of Commonwealth of Independent States, the 
Republic of Moldova also called “Moldovia” but for a short span of time. 
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the country began to use its Romanian name “Moldova”. The 
United Nations gave the country its current official name i.e. The Republic of Moldova”.

Moldava

Capital: Chișinău
Currency: Moldovan leu
Official language:  Romanian
International Dialing Code:  +373
Flight Duration: 10 h 50 min

Why Study MBBS in Moldova?
1. The MBBS program in Moldova is completely based on the practical education system. The Faculty of 

General Medicine at the university has the winning formula for preparing the students for passing the 
national licensing examinations and integrating them into the hospital system.

2. The syllabus of the degree is on the level of the syllabus used in the US universities.

3. 1st year- 3rd year pre-clinical years ( includes course subjects and theoretical seminars)

4. 3rd year – 6th year clinical rotations

5. The healthcare system is very strong in Moldova. It has been developed since past years. The hospitals 
being equipped with ultra-modern equipment, the new surgical blocks and general medical departments 
being built in Chisinau.

6. There are 246 physicians for every 1,00,000 public. There are more than 500 healthcare centers available 
in Moldova.
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MBBS in Lithuania is the world-class medical 
education accredited by the World Health 
Organization and Medical Council of India. 
Medical students from Lithuania can apply 
for USMLE or PLAB exams for practicing 
MBBS abroad. Lithuanian medical 
universities are globally acclaimed and have 
been listed in the top 500 medical 
universities in the world.

While studying medicine in Lithuania, the 
foreign students will get a number of benefits 
than any other private medical colleges in India, 
China or Russia. The MBBS syllabus of Lithuanian 
medical universities is recognized by MCI, NMC, PMDC and 
BMDC curriculum. The Lithuanian University of Health Science in Kaunas is the 2nd largest 
university of the country that offers medical courses in medicine, dentistry and pharmacology.

Lithuania

Capital: Vilnius
Currency: Euro
Official language:  Baltic
International Dialing Code:  +370
Flight Duration: 08 h 30 min

Why Study MBBS in Lithuania?
1. The MBBS course in Lithuania mainly focuses on providing practical exposure to medical students.
2. Lithuanian medical universities offer quality and high educational standards for medical 

students.
3. MBBS in Lithuania has low tuition fees and it is much affordable than any other country in the 

world.
4. Medical universities of Lithuania provides a peaceful and comfortable learning environment for 

international students.
5. Medical universities in Lithuania have an affiliation with the hospitals that offer paid internships 

to medical students.
6. MBBS degree from Lithuania is globally accepted and recognized by the Medical Council of India.
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